
  

 

Abstract—Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) using the 

harmonic elimination technique needs the solving of a nonlinear 

transcendental equations system. Conventionally, due to their 

high complexity, these equations have to be solved off-line and 

the calculated optimal switching angles are stored in look-up 

tables or interpolated by simple functions for real-time 

operation. System flexibility is very limited, especially for 

applications which require both amplitude and frequency 

control. A new implementation scheme based on real-time 

solving of the nonlinear harmonic elimination equations using 

feed forward Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) is reported in 

this paper. Based on the well known Back-propagation 

Algorithm (BPA), two training schemes for the ANN are 

presented. In the first one, the ANN is trained using the desired 

switching angles given by the classical method. The second 

training scheme is developed using only the harmonic 

elimination equation systems. Some simulation results are given 

to show the feasibility, performances and technical advantages 

of the proposed method. 

 

Index Terms—Artificial neural networks, solving algorithm, 

harmonic elimination algorithm, multilevel inverter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental issue in the control of a multilevel inverter 

is to determine the switching angles so that the inverter 

produces the required fundamental voltage and eliminate the 

lower order dominant harmonics [1]-[3]. One frequently 

applied optimized Pulse Width Modulation is the harmonic 

elimination technique which aims at complete elimination of 

same low-order harmonics from a PWM waveform while 

maintaining the amplitude of the fundamental component at a 

desired value. The harmonic elimination approach given in [4] 

produces a system of nonlinear transcendental equations that 

requires the Newton Raphson method for its solutions. This 

algorithm requires starting values for the angles and does not 

always converge to the required solution. To give a solution 

to this problem, power electronics researches have always 

studied many novel control techniques to reduce harmonics 

in such waveforms [1]-[2]. 

For any chosen objective function, the optimal switching 

pattern depends on the desired modulation index. In the 

existing practice, the switching patterns are pre-computed for 

all the required values of this index, and stored in look-up 

tables of a microprocessor-based modulator. This requires a 
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large memory. Computation of the switching angles in real 

time is, as yet, impossible. To overcome this problem, 

attempts were made to use approximate formulas, at the 

expense of reduced quality of the inverter voltage [1]. 

Recently, an alternate method of implementing these 

chops has been developed. An ANN is trained to output the 

switching angles in response to a given output voltage [5-6]. 

The most disadvantages of these applications is the use of the 

desired switching angles given by the solving of the 

harmonic elimination equation by the classical method i.e. 

Newton Raphson method. 

In this paper, a general approach is presented to solve the 

harmonic elimination equations using a new training scheme 

of ANN. The approach demonstrated here is accomplished 

by first transforming the nonlinear transcendental harmonic 

elimination equations for all possible switching schemes into 

a one input (index modulation) multi-output (switching 

angles) three layers ANN. Then, the complete set of solutions 

of the equations is found using the back propagation of the 

errors between the desired harmonic elimination and the 

non-linear equation systems output using the switching angle 

given by the ANN. The rest of paper is organized as follows. 

In section 2, a brief review of harmonic contents in the 

electrical system. Section 3 presents a cascaded H-Bridge 

inverter. The detailed explanation of the Selective Harmonic 

Elimination strategy (SHE) is given in section 4. In section 5, 

the direct supervised training of ANN by SHE is presented. 

The proposed indirect supervised training of ANN is detailed 

in section 6 followed by ANN control inverter. Section 8 

describes the results and discussion. The conclusions are 

summed up in section 9. 

 

II. HARMONICS IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS  

One of the biggest problems in power quality aspects is the 

harmonic contents in the electrical system. Generally, 

harmonics may be divided into two types: 1) voltage 

harmonics, and 2) current harmonics. A current harmonic are 

usually generated by harmonics contained in voltage supply 

and depends on the type of the load such as resistive load, 

capacitive load, and inductive load. Both harmonics can be 

generated by either the source or the load side. Harmonics 

generated by load are caused by nonlinear operation of 

device, including power converters, arc-furnaces, gas 

discharge lighting devices, etc. Load harmonics can cause the 

overheating of the magnetic cores of transformer and motors. 

On the other hand, source harmonics are mainly generated by 

power supply with non-sinusoidal voltage and/or 

non-sinusoidal current waveforms. Voltage and current 

source harmonics imply power losses, Electro-Magnetic 
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Interference (EMI) and pulsating torque in AC motor drives 

[3]. Any periodic waveform can be shown to be the 

superposition of a fundamental and a set of harmonic 

components. By applying Fourier transformation, these 

components can be extracted. The frequency of each 

harmonic component is an integral multiple of its 

fundamental [2]. There are several methods to indicate the 

quantity of harmonics contents. The most widely used 

measure is the total harmonics distortion (THD), which is 

defined in terms of the magnitudes of the harmonics, Hn at 

pulsation nw, where w is pulsation of the fundamental 

component whose amplitude is H1 and n is an integer [5]. 

The THD is mathematically given by  
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III. CASCADE H-BRIDGES  

Each SDCS is associated with a single-phase full-bridge 

inverter [1]. The AC terminal voltages of different level 

inverters are connected in series (Fig. 1a). By different 

combinations of the four switches, S1-S4, each inverter level 

can generate three different levels of full-bridge inverters 

connected in series. The synthesized voltage waveform is the 

sum of the inverter outputs (Fig. 1b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. Single-phase structure of a nine-level cascaded inverter. 

IV. SELECTIVE HARMONIC ELIMINATION (SHE) STRATEGY 

TABLE I:  POSSIBILITY SWITCHING SCHEMES 

Scheme l=(l1, l2, l3, l4) Inequality Condition 
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Various objective functions can be used in the optimal 

control of an inverter. For the described study, the classic 

harmonic elimination strategy was selected. It consists in 

determining N optimal switching angles, the so-called 

primary ones [1]-[2]. The primary angles are limited to the 

first quarter of the cycle of output voltage and to phase (a) of 

the multilevel inverter. Switching angles in the remaining 

three quarters are referred to as secondary angles. The 

full-cycle switching pattern must have the half-wave and 

quarter-wave symmetry in order to eliminate even harmonics. 

Hence, the secondary angles are linearly dependent on their 

primary counterparts (Fig. 1b). The resultant optimal 

switching pattern yields a fundamental voltage corresponds 

to a given value of the modulation index, whereas N-1 

low-order, odd, and triple harmonics are absent in the output 

voltage. The scheme shown in Fig.1 is the possible switching 

schemes for a 4 DC source multilevel-inverter. 

To proceed, note that each of the waveforms have a 

Fourier series expansion of the form  
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where 40 4321    and 1il  depending on 

the switching scheme as shown in the Table I. For each of 

these schemes, the Fourier series is summed over only the 

odd harmonics, and as )cos())(cos( ii nn   for n odd, 

(2) may be rewritten in the form 
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where ii  '
if li =1 and ii  '

if li=-1. In terms of the 

angles
'

i , the conditions 20 4321    

become those in the right-most column of the Table I.  

Again, the desired here is to use these switching schemes 

to achieve the fundamental voltage and eliminate the fifth, 

seventh and 11th harmonics for those values of the 
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modulation index ma ( smma   with s (=4 here) is the number of DC sources and  dcVVm 41 ). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Nine-level possible output waveform

The harmonic elimination technique is very suitable for a 

multilevel inverters control. By employing this technique 

along with the multilevel topology, the low THD output 

waveform without any filter circuit is possible. Switching 

devices, in addition, turn on and off only one time per cycle. 

Fig. 2 shows a general quarter symmetric nine-level inverter 

waveform. 

With the equal-magnitude of all DC source, the magnitude 

expression of the fundamental and all harmonic content are 

given as: 
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where: vdc is the DC voltage supply, s is the number of DC 

sources (equal to a number of switching angle) and θk is the 

optimized harmonic switching angles. 

In nine-level cascade inverter with 4 SDCS, we use this 

switching schemes to achieve the fundamental voltage and 

eliminate the fifth, seventh and 11th harmonics for those 

values of the modulation index ma. The switching angles θ1, 

θ2, θ3, θ4 are chosen to satisfy: 
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These equations are nonlinear, contain trigonometric terms 

and are transcendental in nature. Consequently, multiple 

solutions are possible. A Newton Raphson method has to be 

first applied to obtain a linearized set of equations. The 

solution of these equations is achieved by means of the 

Gauss-Jordan iterative method. In order to obtain 

convergence with this resolution method, the starting values 

must be chosen near to the optimal solution. A great deal of 

effort has been spent in this technique. However after a great 

computational time and efforts, no optimal solution is usually 

reached and convergence problem are highly arising 

especially when the number of equations is increased. To 

overcome the aforementioned difficulties, ANNs [6] can be 

used to obtain the switching angles.  

 

V. DIRECT SUPERVISED TRAINING OF ANNS FOR SHE 

The ANN used to solve the harmonics elimination non 

linear equations has a single input neuron fed by the 

modulation index, l hidden neurons and s outputs; where 

each output represents a switching angle (Fig. 3). The outputs 

of the ANN are given by: 

   siwmv
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Fig. 3. ANN set for the selective harmonic elimination 

 
Fig. 4. Direct Supervised Training of ANN for SHE. 

The ANN is trained by using the BPA with a teacher that 

implement the Newton Raphson method to solve the 

harmonics elimination nonlinear equations (eq. (5)), i.e., the 

Newton Raphson method is used to compute, from eq. (5) 

and for each value of m, the desired switching angles denoted 
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here by θd1, ..., θds. In the present section, the problem 

becomes how to modify the weights of the ANN so that the 

outputs of the ANN are close enough to the desired angles. 

The used training scheme is shown in Fig. 4.  

The training procedure is performed with the total error 

E=θd-θnor, and E2=(θd- θnor)T (θd- θnor), where θd is supplied 

by the Newton Raphson Algorithm. Back propagate this error 

on the network and adapt the weights according to the BPA. 

VI. INDIRECT SUPERVISED TRAINING OF ANN FOR SHE 

In the previous section, the Newton Raphson method was 

used as the teacher for the ANN, which arise the question of 

the purpose of using a complex mapping as ANNs to solve 

the SHE problem since a conventionnel solving method, is 

still needed. Besides, the peformences of the obtained ANN 

are limited by those of the teacher, i.e., by those of the 

Newton Raphson method. 

In this section, we propose a novel training scheme for the 

ANN, called here the indirect supervised training scheme. In 

this scheme, the desired switching angles are not needed and, 

therefore, no conventional solving method for the SHE 

problem is required. The key idea of this scheme is to use the 

fact that, for each value of the modulation index m, the 

desired values of the harmonics hi given by eq. (5) are known; 

the first desired harmonic is equal to the desired output 

voltage and the other desired harmonics are equal to zero. 

Based on this fact, we insert in series with the ANN the 

harmonic elimination equations given by eq. (5) as shown in 

Fig. 5. The error at the output of the harmonic elimination 

equations, which is computable, will be back-propagated 

through the harmonic elimination equations to obtain the 

error at the ANN outputs. And adapt the weights of the ANN 

according to the BPA of the error E=Hd(θ)-H(θ), and 

E2=(Hd(θ)-H(θ))T (Hd(θ)-H(θ)). Back propagate this error on 

the nonlinear equation system and the ANN using gradient 

descent algorithm, and adapt the weights recursively by 
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Fig. 5. Indirect training of Ann for selective elimination harmonic 

ANN Control inverter with SHE 

When the training step achieved, the obtained ANN can be 

used to generate the control sequence of the inverter 

depending of the modulation index m (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Generating switching angles by using an ANN  

 
Fig. 7. a) The desired (solid line) and the ANN output (dotted line) switching angles after training step, b) Training error in learning step, c) Switching angles 

after training phase. 

 
Fig. 8. a) Fundamental load voltage (h1) versus modulation index (m) in a three-level three phase inverter with the proposed modulation scheme (Fig. 1a), b) 

Harmonic contents for various values of modulation index, c) Load voltage THD for different modulation index. 

Sc 
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The direct supervised of ANN was trained (400 iterations) 

using the desired switching angles given by Newton Raphson 

method. Fig. 7a shows the desired angles and the ANN 

output for various values of modulation index (  9.0,7.0m  

with Δm=0.01). The sum squares errors between the desired 

angle and the output of the neural network is showed in Fig. 

7b. This error has reached the value 0.0001 in 400 iterations. 

The indirect supervised of ANN (with l=101, σv=1/100, 

ηv=0.2 and ΔW=0.005) for SHE (with s=5) was evaluated 

for range of modulation index values, with excellent results 

in all cases. Fig 7c shows the obtained switching angles after 

training step for various values of modulation index 

(  9.0,7.0m  with Δm=0.01). 

It is clear that the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics are 

strongly suppressed and their magnitudes are negligible 

relatively to the fundamental component (Fig. 8a and 8b). 

The higher harmonics are also low which contributes to a 

high quality of the output voltage. 

Fig. 8a represents the relationship between the amplitude 

of the fundamental load voltage h1 and the modulation index, 

which must be linear for a good modulation method. It can be 

observed that the proposed method after training step has a 

better relationship between h1 and m. Another important 

aspect to consider in the evaluation of this modulation 

method is the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the load 

voltage (Fig 8c). 

The simulation results prove the feasibility of using ANNs 

to the selective harmonics elimination problem in multi-level 

inverters. This technique allows successful voltage control of 

the fundamental as well as suppression of a set of selective 

harmonics. Some problems occurring at lower modulation 

index values can be eliminated, if necessary, with a more 

complex ANN design which takes in consideration the 

different diagram possible waveforms of a multilevel output 

voltage (Fig. 2).  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to solve 

harmonic elimination equations for multi-level inverters. The 

proposed approach is built with Artificial Neural Networks 

which are trained, by using the back-propagation algorithm, 

to approximate, in some way, the inverse of the harmonic 

elimination equations. Two training schemes for the used 

ANN are presented, namely, the direct supervised training 

scheme and the indirect one. In the direct scheme, the 

Newton Raphson algorithm is used as a teacher for the ANN. 

On the other hand, in the indirect supervised scheme, the 

need for the Newton Raphson algorithm as a teacher is 

removed. The ANN is trained by adding in series the 

harmonic elimination equations and using the fact that the 

desired output of these equations are equal to zero only the 

first one corresponding to the fundamental harmonic and he 

is equal to the modulation index m. After training step the 

ANN output follows the desired switching angle in the direct 

supervised scheme. In indirect supervised scheme the SHE is 

obtained directly without using the results of the classical 

methods. This highlights the performances of the ANN to 

SHE i.e. to solve the nonlinear equations. 
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